Abstract-The complexity of handling multiple -often conflicting -tasks, coupled with the collaboration required by wireless sensor network (WSN) nodes to accomplish such tasks, exacerbate concerns about the effectiveness and longevity of the network. Handling multiple dynamic contexts and offering autonomic context-aware WSN management are severely limited by the network's resource constraints. This may affect the ability of sensors to join fully or partially in the missions of the network, restricting the quality of users' experience. Moreover, WSNs should work unattended and cannot assume global visibility or centralized services. Hence, we conceptualize next generation WSNs as autonomous distributed systems capable of dynamic and adaptive reconfiguration. Such networks should be capable of performing dynamic task allocation according to application demand, network conditions, and task context. In this paper we present an efficient distributed task allocation method for WSNs. We look at the task allocation problem in WSNs from a new perspective, where we show how it can be mapped to a clustering problem, and we leverage our previously proposed Affinity Propagation (AP) inspired clustering protocol [1] to solve it. We contrast our approach against both optimal and naïve greedy solutions. By means of simulation, we show that our method is capable of achieving near-optimal results at only a fraction of the optimal solution cost.
INTRODUCTION
HE role of pervasive cyber-physical spaces (CPSs) is to enhance the physical environment and its services by embedding many interactive information appliances that are gracefully integrated into and coordinated with the physical resources to better serve human users. Such appliances would typically have heterogeneous natures with regards to the capabilities they possess. This serves to enrich the CPS and broadens the types of applications it can accommodate. To bridge the interaction gap between the users and the physical space, a CPS is instrumented with a large number of sensor nodes that are capable of sensing, computing and communicating. Sensors autonomously organize into Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) to furnish real-time, high-fidelity information to their users. CPSs with their associated WSNs promise aware services for reliable, safe and smart cyber-physical environments with the potential to improve the quality of numerous application domains, in particular mission-critical domains ranging from healthcare and transportation to warfare, law enforcement and public safety.
CPSs provide both tremendous opportunities and challenges. Successful realizations of CPSs must be responsive to their users, taking into account the dynamic contexts and stringent Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of the aforementioned mission-critical applications. The use of WSNs with their inherent severely constrained resources means that attention must be paid to efficient resource utilization. While WSN longevity is a significant concern, other factors might become momentous in critical situations, such as timeliness of response. Equally important, due to the large number of nodes and the expected unattended operation, WSNs should be autonomic; i.e. exhibiting selfconfiguration, self-healing, self-protection, and selfoptimization. Therefore, a CPS and its associated autonomic WSN should employ context-aware networking, to be able to adapt both proactively and reactively to the myriad of events with their wide varying context dynamics, to provide rich interactions with users and achieve effective and efficient WSN operations.
In this paper, we consider a CPS consisting of nodes of heterogeneous roles and capabilities, catering for multiple applications concurrently. Applications are also of heterogeneous natures, and each could possibly be serving a large group of users. In such an environment, it follows naturally that a large number of tasks would be competing for the resources of the WSN. This accentuates the need for a task allocation mechanism that is both time and energy efficient. Similar to [2] , we define task allocation as the assignment of tasks onto WSN nodes such that the following constraints are met: (a) a task is only paired with nodes matching its required roles and capabilities, and (b) a task can either be provided with the total capacity it requires or none at all -partial fulfillment is not allowed. The overall goal of the assignment changes according to the context. For example, in some situations we can be merely interested in maximizing the network lifetime, while in a security-related application, more stringent constraints have to be met, such as latency, response time, and percentage of unassigned tasks. This requires a dynamic task allocation mechanism, capable of reacting to contextual changes. Unlike the system model discussed in [2] , the tasks we consider here could require the temporary assimilation of nodes with different capabilities to form teams. This allows us to perceive the problem of task allocation in a WSN as a k-way graph partitioning problem [3] [4] [5] , where each node partition is assigned a task to serve. We present an Affinity Propagation (AP) -based [6] approach for solving this problem, which we coin D2C2 (Distributed Dynamic Context-aware Task-based Configuration of WSNs). D2C2 allows dynamic, distributed, context-aware, and task-based configuration of WSNs in order to better serve their users.
The main contributions that we present in this paper are the following: (a) a flexible model for abstracting WSN nodes and the tasks utilizing them, (b) a method for mapping the task allocation problem to a clustering problem, and (c) a heuristic-based approach for solving the mapped problem using the concept of affinity between tasks and nodes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we overview the related work in the literature. In Section III, we discuss a trivial abstract model showing how the concept of affinity propagation can be adapted to the problem of task allocation in WSNs. In Section IV we develop a more sophisticated model and study its performance. Finally, in Section V, we state our conclusions and discuss future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Graph partitioning is an old and well-studied problem. However, a flexible message-based distributed protocol that can be implemented in a WSN is still to be devised. In [7] , the authors propose an Influence Model to represent the network and assume certain constraints that should be satisfied by the resulting partitions, such as a minimum or maximum partition size, existence of certain roles in each partition, and so forth. Nodes in the model then update their statuses according to the statuses of their immediate neighbors. The authors show that, given enough time, their approach always achieves an optimal result, based on its ability to minimize a certain cost function that depends on the weights of the inter-node edges that have been cut. Based on previous work [8] , we believe that given the same time span, an AP-based approach can achieve better results and would exert less overhead on the network resources.
Another approach worth mentioning is Distributed Convex Groups [9] , which is a low overhead partitioning method, useful in mobile multi-sink scenarios where it helps to approximate the areas of responsibility for every sink. However, it lacks the flexibility required to handle multivariate partitioning.
Finally, in [2] , two approaches are presented for task assignment. The first is an optimal solution based on Integer Linear Programming (ILP), and the other is a polynomial time 3-phase heuristic approximation. Obviously, The ILP solution is found to be very expensive, since it has to perform an exhaustive search of the solution space. The heuristic solution is significantly cheaper, and achieves an acceptable approximation depending on the number of constraints imposed. However, the two presented solutions are studied from a purely theoretical angle, and they both seem to be executed in a centralized fashion. The paper fails to mention the details of a protocol that can be executed by the nodes in order to arrive at the solution. Moreover, there are several differences between their system model and the one presented here with regards to node homogeneity, exclusive access of nodes to tasks, and their focus on the network lifetime solely as the objective function to be optimized.
III. LEVARAGING AP FOR NETWORK PARTITIONING
We begin by briefly describing the Affinity Propagation clustering algorithm and showing how its core concepts can be utilized for solving the problem of task allocation in WSNs. To demonstrate our AP-inspired solution, we rely on a trivial abstraction that represents the nodes in the network, the tasks they are required to perform, and the assignment of nodes to tasks.
A. Affinity Propagation
The AP algorithm [6] basically relies on the acquisition of a similarity matrix, where the value of a cell s(i,j) expresses how similar element i is to element j. The algorithm converges after a certain number of iterations, during which, two types of messages are exchanged simultaneously between each pair of nodes: responsibility messages r(i,k) represent the accumulated evidence for how well suited point k is to serve as an exemplar for point i, while availability messages a(i,k) reflect the accumulated evidence of how appropriate it would be for point i to choose k as its exemplar, given the support k has from other candidate cluster members. Another important piece of information that the similarity matrix holds is the selfsimilarity s(i,i), also called preference, which influences the number of clusters generated by the algorithm. An individual element can increase or decrease its chances of being selected as a cluster head by the algorithm by manipulating its preference value.
During each iteration of the algorithm, new values for the availability and responsibility messages are calculated for each data point according to formulas (1) and (2), respectively. It is important to note that during the course of the algorithm, each point gets a chance to be considered as both a leader and a follower for every other point. Since the exchanged messages are merely real numbers, different applications have the freedom to express the affinities between data points according to whatever goals they want to achieve. Normally, the goal in a clustering problem is to minimize inter-cluster similarities while maximizing intracluster similarities, and [6] shows how the two formulas above succeed in achieving that. In our problem, however, the goal is quite different, and different types of messages need to be exchanged in order to arrive at the best assignment of nodes to tasks.
Despite being conceived as a clustering algorithm, we present the argument that AP is a suitable platform for constructing an efficient decision making engine for the purpose of task allocation. This, however, requires some effort to adapt the AP algorithm to serve our needs, which requires devising a method for expressing the constraints mentioned earlier in terms of similarities and preferences [6] , and updating the affinity values between each node/task pair such that we eventually achieve the best assignment. The original target of AP is to maximize intra-cluster similarities while minimizing inter-cluster ones. Our target, on the other hand, is to find a partitioning that maximizes the number of concurrent tasks that can be handled by the network with minimal effect on its lifetime. This means that certain constraints have to be satisfied, such as ensuring that each partition is equipped with the necessary node roles for handling its assigned task. Therefore, we have to express such constraints in a form that AP can deal with. The core concept around which our solution is developed is redefining the notion of affinity in the algorithm and utilizing it to satisfy our application-specific constraints. More specifically, affinities will no longer be based on the similarities between nodes, but rather on the suitability and willingness of one node to participate in serving a certain task based on certain factors, and taking into consideration the affinities of other nodes to the same task. Fig. (1) shows the structural similarity between the clustering problem and the task allocation problem. AP relies on certain heuristics to initialize and update affinities across iterations. Those heuristics are selected such that they optimize the clustering objective function. By using different heuristics geared towards the task allocation problem, we can make use of AP to find a near-optimal assignment of WSN nodes to tasks, as we show next in more detail. 
B. A Trivial Model
For a simple demonstration of how the concept of affinity can be utilized for the purpose of task allocation in a WSN, consider this trivial network model, which is visualized in Fig. ( 2):
• The network consists of a set of nodes, N.
• At any given time, a set of tasks, T, is to be assigned to nodes in N.
• Any node is capable of handling any task.
• Each task requires exactly one node to handle it, and each node can handle no more than one task.
• The solution, S, is a mapping from a subset of N, n, to a subset of T, t. • For each association (i,j) between node i and task j, the system incurs a cost c(i,j) and gains a reward r(j).
The problem modeled here is a combinatorial optimization problem, similar to binary knapsack [10] , which is NPcomplete. In our model, the goal is to find a mapping that would maximize the objective function consisting of the sum of rewards minus the sum of costs as shown in (3). In the formula, f* denotes the optimal value for the objective function, which could be prohibitively expensive to obtain for a large problem. Our goal is to find a solution that approximates f* better than naïve greedy solutions, while lending itself well to being executed by sensor nodes in a distributed fashion.
Figure 2: Each node n assigned to a task t costs the system c(n,t), and each task t earns the system a reward r(t).
We rely on heuristics guided by the costs and rewards associated with each node/task pair in order to approximate f*. In the abstract model, these values are arbitrary, and are only associated with primitive meanings, where cost represents a value lost by the system, and hence should be minimized, and reward represents the gain, and hence should be maximized. Costs and rewards are only associated with real-life meanings within the domain of a concrete application. For instance, in an area-monitoring application, a node closer to the base station would incur a lower cost to communicate with it compared to a node further away from it, since it would need less energy to do so. Now consider that the same WSN detects a security breach at a certain location in the monitored area, and that a new task is spawned in order to track the location of the intruders. Until the security breach is dealt with, this new task should have a higher priority over the original task of the WSN. In our model, this can be effected by assigning a high reward to the location tracking task, and a lower one to the original areamonitoring task.
In the same vein of AP, we develop our solution using a matrix that represents the affinities between nodes and tasks, and devise formulas that update those affinities over a number of iterations. f* is approached incrementally, and the solution is obtained after the values in the matrix have stabilized. Each cell A(i,j) in the matrix is initially set to the reward associated with the task j minus the cost incurred by node i as shown in (4). In each iteration, the new values are calculated using (5), which uses a simple heuristic to draw tasks closer to those nodes that would result in maximizing the objective function. The solution is of quadratic complexity, and can be efficiently obtained in a distributed manner by WSN nodes as we have previously shown in [1] . The efficiency of this method in approximating f* is shown in Fig. (3) , where the obtained results are compared to the optimal solution as well as a naïve greedy solution for different combinations of node and task counts. In an average of 100 runs, D2C2 performs consistently better than the greedy solution, and is a very close approximation of f*. Moreover, the average number of iterations required was below 10 in our experiments, which means that the improvement over the greedy solution doesn't come at the expense of a much higher time complexity, as seen in Fig.  (4) which shows a logarithmic scale of the time complexity of the three methods. Our D2C2 solution is slightly more costly than the greedy solution, but both lie within the same order of magnitude, and are significantly faster than the optimal one.
The results obtained so far are encouraging to attempt applying the same concepts on a more sophisticated and realistic model, where we relax some of the constraints imposed on the system, and being to consider the consequences entailed by running the algorithm in a distributed manner on an actual WSN. 
IV. EXTENDING THE SYSTEM MODEL
We now proceed to defining a more sophisticated model capable of representing many real-life systems, while being flexible enough such that it allows us to study a wide variety of WSN applications. In this model nodes are perceived as abstract service provides, while tasks are seen are consumers of their services. A task could be handled by a single node, or by an ensemble of cooperating nodes. Similarly, a node could be capable of serving just one task, or multiple tasks simultaneously depending on its capacity. Applicationspecific attributes such as node location, mobility, residual power, and so forth are not represented explicitly, and nodes belonging to the same network needn't be homogeneous -a node could be as simple as a temperature sensor, or as complex as an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). Similarly, different tasks executed on the same network can vary in their requirements with regards to node roles and the capacities they require of each role.
Since tasks and nodes are governed by a producer/consumer relationship, a supply/demand model would be suitable in our case. Physical attributes of nodes are abstracted away, and instead, their capabilities are modeled as capacities to serve certain types of tasks, i.e. the supply. Similarly, task requirements are modeled as demand that has to be met by nodes of specific roles. To cater for the different types of nodes and tasks, we associate a class attribute to each entity in the system. A task's class determines the required supplies from each node class. Tables (1) and (2) list the properties of nodes and tasks, respectively.
As in the original model, the system incurs specific costs for node/task assignments. As a real-life example, this could represent the different energy levels needed by two nodes in a WSN to communicate with the base station where one of them is closer to it than the other. Moreover, for each task whose demands are fulfilled, the system earns a reward. Therefore, the objective function to be optimized in the extended model remains the same as in the previous one. 
Class
Describes the node type, or role. This determines the capabilities of the node, and hence restricts the type of tasks it can be involved in. Supply Vector Supply available to different task classes (= zero for task classes that can't be handled by node.)
Cost Vector
Cost per assigned task (= ∞ for tasks that can't be handled by node.) Table 2 : Task Properties Class Type of task. Determines the required node roles and capacities to carry out the task.
Demand Vector
Demand required from different task classes.
Reward
Reward earned by the system if task requirements are fulfilled.
V. TASK ALLOCATION AS A CLUSTERING PROBLEM
In a previous work, we developed a distributed clustering protocol for WSNs that utilizes AP, and which we coined LAP [1] . We will now show how we can leverage the same protocol to perform distributed task allocation through mapping the task allocation problem to a clustering problem. Once achieved, every time the system decides it needs to alter the current assignments, the nodes would collectively construct an AP matrix as we will show shortly, then initiate a LAP round. As we show in [1] , the communication and energy overheads of LAP are found to be better than other well-known clustering protocols such as HEED [11] and LEACH [12] , but for even higher power savings, task allocation could actually be piggybacked onto normal clustering rounds.
Clustering
Task Allocation Cluster head Task  Cluster member Contributing node Similarity measure Suitability of task/node assignment (based on cost and reward) Clustering is a process of building associations between members of a set according to a certain similarity measure. The result is a many-to-one mapping from cluster members on one side (followers) to cluster heads on the other side (leaders). Typically, both leaders and followers belong to the same class. For instance, they could be all face images, user profiles, sensor nodes, or any other set of homogeneous items. In order to establish such relationship between two members, some sort of similarity measure is required, such as distance, number of shared attributes, etc. Task allocation can also be seen as a mapping from a group of items to another, except that the members of these groups are no longer homogeneous. In task allocation, the task can be seen as the cluster head, while those nodes contributing in its execution are the cluster members. To establish relationships between tasks as cluster heads and nodes as contributing members, a similarity measure based on costs and rewards as in (5) can be used. Table ( 3) summarizes the mapping.
The sought solution can be obtained by relying on the properties of the AP matrix. The matrix has to be constructed such that nodes can never be selected as cluster heads -a property reserved only to tasks. Since associations can only exist between nodes and tasks, but not within any of the two groups individually, affinities have to be set up such that nodes are attracted only to tasks and not to other nodes, and vice versa. Additionally, affinity strength between a node and a task should be directly proportional to the compatibility between them, and also with the reward associated with the task, while it should be inversely proportional to the cost associated with the pair. The AP matrix is initialized according to (6) . The matrix is symmetrical, and is populated by both tasks and nodes. Therefore, its size is T+N, where T and N are the numbers of tasks and nodes, respectively.
Each item A(i,j) in the affinity matrix falls under one of five cases as shown in (6) . We justify our selected assignment in each case as follows: a) Both i and j are tasks and i=j: i and j represent the same task, and this item is the self-similarity (or preference). Since we want tasks to be selected as cluster heads in the final solution, we assign a very high value to these items in order to increase their chances of being selected as such.
b) Both i and j are tasks and i≠j: i and j are two different tasks. There should be absolutely no affinity between tasks and each other, since a tak can either be selected as a cluster head (if its requirements are met), or not selected at all (if all resources are assigned to more important tasks, for instance). Therefere, these items are all set to 0.
c) Both i and j are nodes and i=j: i and j represent the same node, and this item is the node's preference value. This case is the opposite of (a). Nodes are not supposed to become cluster heads, and hence, we assign a very low value to these items. This effectively eliminates any chance of a node becoming a cluster head, and reserves that possibility for tasks only.
d) Both i and j are nodes and i≠j: i and j are two different nodes. Similar to (b), we don't want any affinities between nodes and each other, since all of them are supposed to end up as followers of tasks. Therefore, we set these values to 0. e) i is a task and j is a node (or vice versa): These items represent affinities between tasks and nodes, which are governed by costs and rewards. Since tasks might require specific node classes, not all node/task pairs would be compatible. If that's the case, c(i,j) is set to ∞, which effectively removes node j from the competition over task i, which can then be handled by a more compatible node(s) that won't incur as much cost as j. For compatible node/task pairs, however, A(i,j) is subject to the following: (1) an inversely proportional relationship with c(i,j). The higher the cost incurred by node j to serve task i, the lower the affinity. This minimizes the total cost incurred by the system by giving advantage to the less expensive nodes to be utilized; and (2) a directly proportional relationship with r(i). This maximizes the reward gained by the system by promoting tasks with higher rewards. By taking these two factors into consideration,
A(i,j) is initialized to r(i)-c(i,j).
Once the matrix is constructed, affinities are updated according to formula (5) . Due to the higher complexity of this model, the ability of the greedy solution to approximate f* drops. The actual value of f* was omitted from this test as it was too expensive to calculate for big values of N+T. Figure (3) . As mentioned previously, the algorithm described here can be piggybacked onto any WSN clustering protocol, such as LAP [1] . The simulation setup and energy analysis have been previously done in [1] , and should be exactly the same for D2C2. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Efficient task allocation in WSNs is of great importance as it could help extend the network lifetime, enhance the response time, and allow for better compliance with QoS constraints. With D2C2, we have presented a novel distributed task allocation method for WSNs that doesn't tax the network more than a naïve greedy solution while successfully approximating the optimal solution. We have verified our premise that the task allocation problem can be reduced to clustering, and we have used simulation in which we leveraged the LAP clustering protocol for solving this new problem with good results.
Building upon the work presented in this paper, we are studying the dynamics of task reallocation, including its toll on network resources and its effect on system stability. We are also exploring the incorporation of machine learning techniques into D2C2 for predictive task allocation, as well as extending it to solve other problems such as dynamic code distribution, redundancy engineering, and QoS guarantee fulfillment.
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